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Walk starts from outside the Raven Inn, Broad Street, Brinklow, CV23 0LN.  

1. From Broad Street take the cobbled alleyway to the left of the Raven Inn (as you face 

it), go thru gate and turn right along path that skirts the castle earthworks. 

(Alternatively climb the concrete steps opposite gate to explore the remains of 

Brinklow Castle). Upon reaching kissing gate, go thru and turn immediately left (not 

straight on) along boundary fence and upon going thru gap into next field (with 

waymarker on post to your left) head diagonally right down across field to kissing gate 

on edge of thicket. Cross small bridge and onto lane. Cross over and take the Brinklow 

Road ahead and walk along verge for about 300m until the Oxford Canal is reached. 

Turn right along towpath, passing under Hungerford Bridge (No. 35) leaving the canal 

at the next bridge (No. 36) turning right and over the bridge. Head straight across the 

middle of the field towards the Rugby-Coventry railway line and cross over footbridge. 

2. Walk slightly right diagonally across the next field to a kissing gate, go thru and straight 

across paddock to a gate into alleyway and turn left into Main Street, Easenhall. 

Continue thru village for 200m passing Golden Lion and at left-hand bend continue 

straight ahead up Farm Lane, passing farm buildings on your right to a gate and fenced 

pathway. Cross over farm track and follow path along fence on your left marking field 

boundary and thru a gate to another field. Continue on this heading to join a farm 

track ahead and upon reaching wood follow waymarker with wood on your left until 

path veers left thru wood and across 2 wooden bridges. On emerging from wood turn 

right and when a farm track is reached join and turn right and go thru the continuation 

of the wood. Continue past a lake and the grounds of Newbold Revel College on your 

right and as the track itself turns right look for fenced bridleway and footpath straight 

ahead on your left. Follow the bridleway along the line of trees and immediately 

before reaching gate onto tarmac drive turn sharp left along edge of field with Smite 

Brook on your left. 

3. Follow narrow path with Smite Brook on your left and continue thru next field and go 

thru bridge under the railway line then along left-hand field edge and thru bridge 

under the canal with brook on your left. Turn right up a set of wooden steps to the 

towpath of the canal and turn right. Cross bridge over a disused arm of the canal and 

at the next bridge leave the towpath up the seps as outward. Turn left along the 

Brinklow Road to retrace route as outward. (Upon entering grounds of Brinklow Castle 

it is possible to turn right and follow earthworks and ascend the mound then join path 

as outward or descend path by church to Broad Street). 

9.6 km (6 miles) 0 stiles 

Iain Wells. Surveyed 18th September, 2020 
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